TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Parquet
lacquer UA
PRODUCT DISCRIPTION
Parquet Lacquer UA is a one component solvent based
polyurethane lacquer. Parquet Lacquer UA is designed to protect
heavy used wooden floors such as commercial spaces. A hardener
can be added to increase the chemical and mechanical resistance.

TECHNICAL DATA
DILUTION

WHITE SPIRIT

SOLID CONTENT

+/- 52% IN WEIGHT

VISCOSITY

+/- 150-200 SEC - DIN 4

GLOSS

MAT, SATIN AND GLOSSY

PREPARATION

1L

The surface must be clean. If necessary, sand and degrease the
wood.

USER INSTRUCTIONS
Apply the Lacquer with a brush or roller. It’s recommended to apply 3 coats. Intermediate sanding between coats with grain180.
In order to obtain better results, a hardener can be added to the
varnish (5%). Mix the harder with the varnish and let rest for 15
minutes. After mixing with the hardener, the pot life is + / - 4 hours.
Afterwards the product is unusable.

DRYING TIMES
Dust-free after +/- 1 hour
Recoatable after +/- 8 hours
Slightly chargeable after 24 hours.
Ciranova® products are made for the professional user.
The instructions specified in the data sheet are formulated
after necessary tests were performed and after years
of experience. However, they are drawn to our best
knowledge and ability. The user must test the application
of the product in the for him applicable conditions.
Guarantee can not be derived out the text of this
technical description.
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The drying times are highly dependent on the applied quantity,
the environmental temperature, the humidity and ventilation.

APPLYING QUANTITY
8 - 10 m²/per liter per coat.

AFTER TREATMENT
Use Hard floor fresh Ciranova for regular maintenance. For periodic
maintenance use Hard Floor polish Ciranova. For deep cleaning of
a varnished floor and to remove old polish layers, use Hard Floor
Cleaner.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Storage: 1 year in original and well closed packaging.

